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Time-Dependent Scattering Theory for Highly Singular
Potentials

by D. B. Pearson

Department of Theoretical Physics, University of Geneva

(18. II. 74)

A bstract. Asymptotic completeness of the wave operators is proved for scattering of a particle
by a wide class of highly singular short-range potentials, which may be either attractive or repulsive.

Introduction

We consider scattering of a particle by a spherically symmetric potential F(|r|)
which is short range and highly singular at the origin (i.e. more singular than ljr2).

The existence of the wave operators Q± s — limeiHte~iH°' for such potentials
has been proved by Kupsch and Sandhas [1] provided V(r) is locally square integrable
for r > 0. This condition of local square integrability means that for every r > 0 there is
a neighbourhood in which V is square integrable ; no restriction is imposed on the nature
of the singularity at r 0.

However, completeness of the wave operators for such potentials has not previously
been proved, except in the repulsive case [2, 3]. (See, however, Ref. [4],where completeness

is proved for a class of potentials almost identical to that of the present paper,
and Ref. [5], where application of some of the methods presented here is made to a rather
smaller class of attractive potentials.) By completeness we mean the requirement that
the range of Q± equal MacfH), the absolutely continuous subspace of the total Hamiltonian

H H0 + V. This is equivalent to the existence on Ma c (H) of the limits
QX s-limeiH°te-im.

The proof in Ref. [3] of existence and completeness for repulsive potentials and
potentials for which H is semi-bounded relied on the existence in each partial wave
subspace of a projection operator P having finite dimensional range such that
V(H0 — X)~N(1 — P) is bounded for N sufficiently large. We shall say in that case
that V is bounded relatively to (H0 - À)" on a subspace of finite codimension. This
property holds for potentials satisfying the condition JJ rk\V(r)\2dr < œ for some k > 0.
In the present paper, by deriving analogous relative bounds with H0 replaced by H, we
extend the proof of completeness to a wider class of repulsive potentials and to a large
class of highly singular attractive potentials.

We find that

i) For highly singular attractive potentials V is bounded relatively to (H — A)Nona
subspace of finite codimension (in each partial wave subspace).
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ii) For highly singular repulsive potentials V is bounded relatively to (H — X)N

(on the entire partial wave subspace).
iii) In both i) and ii) the wave operators are complete.

Remark 1: In most cases of interest one may take N 2 ; this is so even for potentials
such as V(r) ± exp(r_1) which are more singular than any inverse power of r.

Remark 2: In the case V(r) —gjr2 with strong coupling (i.e. g> i) one may show
that the relative bound obtains on a subspace of finite codimension with N — 1. This
potential, for which H is not semi-bounded, may be regarded as a borderline between the
highly singular and non-singular attractive potentials.

For attractive potentials as singular as ljr2, a classical particle may reach the origin
in a finite time. Quantum mechanically, absorption at the origin may be introduced
[6] by allowing a non-unitary evolution given by a contractive semi-group. However,
in the present paper we take a unitary evolution generated by a self-adjoint extension
of —A + V. Since —A + V is not essentially self-adjoint, there is a one-parameter family
of self-adjoint extensions in each partial wave subspace. For any two such extensions
the resolvents differ by an operator of finite rank, so that completeness for one extension
is equivalent to completeness for any other (see Ref. [7], pp. 532 and 548). To choose one
of these extensions one must impose a boundary condition at r 0, which physically
is perhaps analogous to placing a reflecting barrier at the origin. There seems in general
to be no clear mathematical or physical reason to prefer any one boundary condition
to any other.

Since presumably completeness is not valid independently of any assumptions
whatever on the behaviour of the potential at the origin, one may enquire for what
class of potentials completeness is violated. We expect completeness to break down
for certain spherically symmetric potentials which are highly oscillatory near the origin,
and in other cases where H is not spherically symmetric. Some consequences of such a
breakdown of completeness and the connection with the problem of the description
of bound states [8] will be discussed in some generality in a subsequent paper.

An outline of the present paper is as follows : In Sections 1 and 2 we investigate the
behaviour near r 0 of solutions u(r) of the partial wave eigenvalue equation, re-
spectivelyfor an attractive and repulsive singular potential.We consider first a potential
which satisfies conditions implying local differentiability, but the estimates for u(r)
obtained in Lemmas 2 and 3 do not demand the local regularity of V(r).

In Section 3 we use the estimates of Sections 1 and 2 to derive relative bounds
satisfied by V in each partial wave subspace.

Finally, in Theorem 3 of Section 4 we prove completeness of the wave operators,
using the trace criteria of Refs. [3] and [9].

1. Behaviour Near r 0: Attractive Case

We wish to investigate the behaviour, near r 0, of solutions of the equation

d2 1(1 +1)
-^2+V(r) + ^-I2-X\u(r)=0 (1)
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where V(r) is a singular potential. We consider first the case of an attractive singular
potential V(r) =—q(r), where q(r) satisfies, for some e > 0, the folowing conditions:

q(r) > 0 for 0 < r < e, and lim q(r) oo, (2)
r-»0+

t

I
0

d

dr

Uiqi'))-1'*}
dr

2

dr<ao (3)

{(q(r)) ~1/2} is of bounded variation for 0 <r < e. (3)'

r-2(q(r))-U2dr\\ -{(fM)"1'*} dr
1/2

In the repulsive case we shall impose the same conditions on q(r), with V(r) +q(r).
Here and subsequently, the notation (djdr)F(r) is taken to imply that F(r) is

locally absolutely continuous. We shall later consider more general singular potentials
which are not necessarily differentiable.

Now letting Ij, f J r~2(q(r))~ll2dr, we have

I. L-r-1 (q(r))-112]I + j r~l jM*))'112) dr. (A)

Using (3)', we see that (^r){(c7(r))-1/2}tendstoalimitasr -> 0, so that l\mr-1(q(r))-112
r-»0

is finite. Hence the first term on the right-hand side of (4) is bounded as x -> 0. The
second term may be written

e

jjr-HqW-^j^qWr^dr,
and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality this integral is bounded in absolute value by

Hence (3) implies that, for some contants a, b, we have

/. < a + bPJ2,

so that I„ remains bounded as x -> 0.
Thus we have shown that
e

\r-2(q(r))~1/2dr < oo. (5)

o

Also we have limr~1(q(r))~1/2 0, since a positive limit would make the integral in (5)

diverge at least logarithmically. So we have

limr2i7(r-) oo. (6)
r-,0

Equation (6) tells us that q(r) must be more singular than 1/r2 at the origin. Conditions
(2), (3) and (3)' are satisfied, for example, by q(r) l/r2+c (c> 0), or for more singular
potentials such as q(r) exp(l jr).
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Lemma 1: Let u(r) satisfy, for 0 < r ^ e,

d2 1(1 +1)
2-2 + q(r)-A^+X\u(r)-0,

where q(r) satisfies (2), (3) and (3)'. Then for 0 < r s£ e we have

|«(r)| < const. (<7(r))-1/4. (8)

Proof: Let us first suppose that, in (0,e], q(r) is twice continuously differentiable.

We introduce, for r e (0,e], the new variable

dzc az
z=](q(p))1'2dp, - -(q(r)y>2. (9)

Equation (6) shows that z -> oo as r -> 0, so that (9) defines a bijection from (0,e] onto
[0,oo).

We substitute u(r) (q(f'))~1,A'v(r), and write w(z) for the function v(r) expressed
in terms of z:w(z) =v(r). A simple calculation now shows that equation (7) is
transformed into

d2 w(z)

dz2
+ (1 + P(z))w(z)=0 (10)

where

P(z) (q(r))-2'* — {(q(r))~1'*} +
dr2

X-
1(1+1)

mr1.

expressed in terms of z by change of variable.
Now

dz
j\P(z)\dz -j\P(z)\-dr

j dr(q(r))-U*
d2

dr
{(q(r)rUi) + j dr^r))-1'2 +1(1 + 1) | drr~2(q(r)) -1/2

The first integral on the right-hand side converges, using (3) and (3)', since

(q(r)r^2{(q(r))^)=\jr T{qir)rm)dr dr
{(q(r)ru*)

The second integral converges since the integrand is bounded, and the third integral
converges as we have shown in equation (5).

Hence P(z) e L1 (0, oo). Equation (10) is equivalent to the Volterra integral equation

w \z) etcosz + ßs\nz+ \ dts\n(z -1) P(t) w(t). (10)'
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Equation (10)' may be iterated, and if we choose M > 0 such that j£\P(z)\dz < 1

we may deduce from standard estimates that the iteration converges uniformly on
[Af,co), and that the solution w(z) is bounded on [Af, oo). w(z) is also locally bounded,
so that w(z) is bounded on [0, oo).

Hence \u(r)\ ^ (q(r))~1,*\w(z)\ implies (8).The proof of (8) is similar if we do not
assume q(r) to be twice continuously differentiable. In that case equation (10) is
replaced by

d (dw(z) 1 dw(z)

-][-1- + w(z)I(z)yi(z)^l+w(z)=0,

where

I(z)=-(q(r)rmT{q(r))-ll*} +
dr

r

dp
Mp))-11*} dp

1
/(/+1)

(q(p)) 1/2 dp (as a function of z).

[Formally, P(z) dl(z)/dz and equation (10) follows, but in fact dl(z)jdz is defined
only as a distribution. However, one may show that (dw(z)jdz) +w(z)I(z) is locally
absolutely continuous].

The integral equation (10)' becomes

w(z) et cos z + ß sin z + \ dt sin(z — t) w(t) dl(t).

I(t) defines a signed measure such that J§ \dl(t) | < oo, so that again the integral equation
may be iterated to show that w(z) is bounded, and this completes the proof of the
lemma.

The conclusion of Lemma 1 remains valid for potentials which are increasing
relatively to q(r) and for potentials which include a perturbation of q(r), satisfying an
integral condition. Thus we have

Lemma 2: Vet q(r) satisfy (2), (3) and (3)', and suppose that, for 0 < r ^ e,

V(r) -a(r) q(r) + b(r) q(r))ll2 (11)

where a(r) ^ 1 and is non-increasing and

j\b(r)\d,r < oo. (12)

Then any solution u(r) of equation (1) for 0 <r ^ e satisfies \u(r)\ ^ const. (q(r)) 1/4.

Proof: We consider only the case where q(r) is twice continuously differentiable ;

as for Lemma 1 there is an analogous proof in the more general case.
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We again make the change of variable (9), and write u(r) (q(r))~1/*v(r), with
w(z) v(r). In terms of z, equation (1) becomes

d2 w(z)-—Li + (A(z) + (Q(z))w(z)=0 (13)

where A(z) a(r) and Q(z) P(z) - b(r)(q(r))~1/2.
We have already shown that Jg \P(z) \dz < oo. Hence it follows that from (12) that

ft\Q(z)\dz<«>.
As for Lemma 1, we can write down a Volterra integral equation for w(z), the kernel

and inhomogeneous term being given in terms of the solution of

— + A(z)w(z)=0. (14)
dz2

As for Lemma 1, we can prove that the solutions of equation (13) are bounded if we
can prove that the solutions of equation (14) are bounded. But this follows from the
fact that A(z) ^ 1 and is non-decreasing. The proof that, under these conditions,
every solution of equation (14) is bounded on [0, œ) is based on Ref. [10], p. 1417 et seq.
The real solutions of equation (14) are oscillating, since A (z) ^ 1, and one shows that the
amplitude of successive oscillations cannot increase. (It is not necessary to suppose A (z)

to be continuous.)
The conclusion of Lemma 2 now follows. Further, each real solution of equation

(14) may be bounded in absolute value by a non-increasing function. From the Volterra
integral equation we may deduce that the solutions w(z) of equation (13) have the same
property. Hence we have the following

Corollary to Lemma 2: Under the same hypotheses as for Lemma 2, any solution
u(r) of equation (1) satisfies, for some U(r)

M')l<|tfM|. 0<r<€,
where

\U(r)\* const. (q(r))~u*,

and

| U(r) | is non-decreasing.

Example: Vet V(r) (-ljrN) + U(r), where

iV>2 and f \U(r)\ramN dr < oo.

Then as r -> 0 every solution of equation (1) satisfies, for some x, ß,

(iN -1) A1'»"-1

1

u(r)=rN'*U(l+o(l))cos

+/3(1 + o(l)) sin
ßN -1) A1'2*»-1
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2. Behaviour Near r 0 : Repulsive Case

We consider now the behaviour, near r 0, of solutions of equation (1) where V(r)
is a repulsive singular potential. To facilitate the more detailed estimates which we shall
need in this case, we first prove a proposition :

Proposition 1: Let A(z)~^l he any locally integrable real function on [0,oo), and
let R(z) he any function satisfying j™\R(z)\dz < oo.

Then the equation

d2 w(z)
-!--A(z)w(z)=0; (0 0<oo) (15)

dz2

has two solutions wjz), wjz) having the following peoperties:

i) wjz)>0; w2(z)>0; limie^z) oo; limwjz) =0.
z-»oo Z-*CO

d d
— wjz) > wjz) ; —wjz) < -wjz).dz dz

ii) wjz) wjz) is bounded.
iii) Every solution of the equation

d2 wlz)A - (A (z) + R(z)) w(z) =0 (0 < z < oo) (15)'
dz2

satisfies \w(z)\ < const, wjz).

Moreover, every bounded solution satisfies \w(z)\ ^ const, wjz).

Proof: We define wjz) to be the solution of equation (15) with the boundary
condition wJO) 1, wx(0) 1.

Define

d
PJz) (wjz)-1—wjz).

Then

t- PJz) =A(z)- (PJz))2 > 1 - (P^*))2.
dz

Now PJO) 1. Since for any z > 0 such that 0 < PJz) < 1 one would have (djdz)

PJz) > 0, one may deduce that in fact PJz) ^ 1 for all z>0.

That is, we have (djdz)wjz) > wjz); hence wjz) ^ exp(^). We define the second
solution of equation (15) by

CO

z)=wjz)j[wjt)]~2dt.
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dt

Hence wjz)wjz) is bounded, so that lim wjz) 0. Now define
Z-»CO

PJz) (wjz))'1-wjz).
dz

Then (djdz) PJz) > 1 - (-P2(£))2> from which we may deduce that PJz) < -1 for z ^ 0.
(Note that P2(2) > — 1 f°r some 2 would imply liminf P2(2) ^ 1, in which case wjz)

Z-,00
would increase at least exponentially.) That is we have (djdz)wjz) <—wjz). This
completes the proof of i) and ii).

We may construct a solution of equation (15)' by iterating the integral equation

00 00

w(z) wjz) - wjz) [ wjt) R(t) w(t) dt + wjz) f wjt) R(t) w(t) dt.
z z

Writing w(t) W(t)wjt), and using the fact that wjt)wjt) ^ const., and that w2 is
decreasing, we find that the iterated solution for W converges uniformly in some interval

[R, 00), and that W(z) is bounded. In fact this solution of equation (15)' satisfies
w(z) =wjz) (1 +o(l))as.2 -*- 00, and any bounded solution of equation (15)' is a constant
multiple of this solution.

For a second solution, we iterate the equation

00 CO

w(z) wjz) - wjz) f wjt) R(t) w(t) dt - wjz) f wjt) R(t) w(t) dt.

z a

Writing w(t) =wJt)W(t), the iterated solution for W converges uniformly in [a,œ),
for sufficiently large et. If x is suitably chosen, we have, for z > et,

iwjz) < \w(z)\ < 2wjz).

Since every solution of equation (15)' is locally bounded, the proof of iii) now follows
immediately.

This completes the proof of the proposition. With the aid of Proposition 1, we can
now obtain an analogue of Lemma 2 for repulsive potentials. We omit the proof, which
is essentially the same as for Lemma 2.

Lemma 3: Let q(r) satisfy (2), (3) and (3)' and suppose that, for 0 < r ^ e,

V(r)=a(r)q(r)+b(r)(q(r)y<2 (16)
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where a(r) ^ 1 and

£

j \b(r)\dr < oo. (17)
o

Let z(r) he defined by equation (9), and let wjz), wjz) be the two solutions of equation
(15) satisfying the conditions of Proposition 1, where A(z) a(r).

Then any solution u(r) of equation (1) for 0 < r < € satisfies

Either (a) (q(r))1,4\u(r)\ is bounded, in which case

\u(r)\ s£ const. (q(r))-mw2(z), (18)

or (b) (q(r))llA\u(r)\ is unbounded, in which case

\u(r)| < const. (<7(r))"1/4 wjz), (18)'

and for r sufficiently small

\u(r)\ Sj ß(q(r))-u*wjz) for some ß > 0.

There is just one linearly independent solution of type (a), and this solution is in L2(0, e).

Solutions of type (b) do not belong to L2(0,e).

3. Bounds for (H - X)~N

We denote by H the symmetric operator

-d2 1(1 + 1)

jp + rH + V
acting on C°° functions having compact support in (0, oo). (We assume V(r) to be locally
L2 in (0, oo)). We denote by H a self-adjoint extension of H in the Hilbert space T2(0, oo).

H0 is the self-adjoint extension of the differential operator

-d2 1(1 + 1)

1Ä+ r2

In the case 1 0, this differential operator is not essentially self-adjoint, and we impose
the boundary condition/(0) 0 on elements/in the domain of H0.

In order to obtain an integral representation for (H - A)-1, it remains to estimate
the behaviour at infinity of solutions of equation (1). We make the assumption

V(r)eL2(a,ar.) + L°°(a, oo),

for any a > 0. Hence

V(r)eL1(a,ao) + L<°(a,<x>).

It follows that, torr > a and ReA sufficiently large negative, equation (1) is of the form

d2u(r)—A - (Af (r) + N(r)) u(r) 0 (19)
dr2
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where

CO

2 Re M(r) ^ 1 and f \N(r) \dr < oo.

a

Defining now

p(r) (u(r)ü(r))-1-(u(r)ü(r)),
dr

we have, in the case N(r) 0,

ip(r) >2ReM(r) - (P(r))2 > 1 - (p(r))2.
dr

Following arguments which closely follow those by which we determined the behaviour
of solutions of equations (15) and (15)' we may derive bounds for the solutions of equation

(19) which are analogous to the conclusions of Proposition 1. We choose two particular

linearly independent solutions of equation (1).
First we take a solution p(r) which belongs to L2(a, oo). p(r) is determined up to a

multiplicative constant. The second solution p(r) is chosen to be a solution independent
of p(r), and satisfying p(r) e L2(0,d). (If V(r) is such that one is in the limit point case at
the origin than p(r) is determined up to a multiplicative constant.) We also choose

p(r) and p(r) to satisfy

P'(r)P(r)-P'(r)P(r) l. (20)

The analogue for equation (19) of Proposition 1 implies that there exist two functions
0(r), W(r), r^a, such that

\P(r)\ ^ const. \0(r)\ ^
|0(r)|< const. \W(r)\

d - \
— (0(r)0(r))^-0(r)0(r) } (21)
dr

-(W(r)W(r)}^W(r)W(r) y

and

\0(r)\7(r)\^ const. (21)'

For g e Z.2(0, oo), define the function

r oo

(Tg)(r) p(r) j P(t)g(t) dt + P(r) j P(t)g(t)dt. (22)
0 r

We first note that (Tg)(r) is uniformly bounded for r e [a, oo).
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We have, for example,

vi/aoo 00 /00

{ P(t) g(t) dt ^j \0(t) I \g(t) \dt < ||g|| I J" 0(t) 0(t) dt

w(-/s
1/2

(0(t)0(t))dt\ =\\g\\\0(r)\-

Hence

>P(r)jp(t)g(t)dt kllW^MI

and is uniformly bounded in [a, oo) according to (21)'. Similarly the first term on the
right-hand side of (22) is uniformly bounded for r e [a, oo).

Since (Tg)(r) is bounded locally for r e (0, oo), it follows that (Tg)(r) is bounded in
[a, oo) for each a > 0.

Now let h=(H- A)-'g; we take ImA ^ 0. Then h satisfies (H* -X)h g. That is,
for r > 0 we have

l-d2 1(1 +1) \
I
-Jfji + V(r) + ^-T1 - A) *W Sir). (23)

As a consequence of the normalization (20), a particular solution of this equation is
h(r) (Tg)(r). Hence

((H - XAg)(r) (Tg)(r) + B. P(r) + B2P(r).

Since (Tg)(r) is bounded for r > a, and both (H — X)~1g and p belong to L2(a,œ),
whereas p(r) increases at least exponentially as r -> oo, we must have B2 0. Hence

((H - XAg)(r) (Tg)(r) + BJg) P(r). (24)

We now consider separately the case of an attractive and a repulsive singular potential.

i) Attractive singular potential

If V(r) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 or, more generally, if we have the limit
circle case at the origin, then p(r) e L2(0, oo) and we have

(H-X)-1g=Tg+BJg)P (24)'

where T is a linear operator defined on T2(0, oo). One readily checks from equation (22)
that T is closed. Hence T is a bounded linear operator.

Suppose now that V(r) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2, and that in addition
we have, for some integer N > 0,

c

\(V(r))2(q(r))-»dr<ao. (25)
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Suppose that g(r) is orthogonal to p(r) and to \T* - (H — X)~l]p. Then equation (22)
becomes

r r

(Tg)(r) P(r) | P(t)-g(t) dt - P(r) J" P(t) g(t) dt, (26)

0 o

and we also have, from equation (24)',

B,\\p\\2 (.p, B, py <(// - X)-1 p-T*p,gy o.

so that Bx 0. Hence in this case Tg= (H - X)~~lg.

If we further assume that (H — X)_1g is also orthogonal to p(r) and to [T* — (H —

A)-1]c£ then we have T2g (H — X)'2g, and T2g is given in terms of Tg by an equation
similar to (26), in which both integrals are over the interval [0,r]. For this to hold, then,
we impose the condition that g he orthogonal to (H — A)"1^ and to (H — A)~'[T* —

(H-X)A9-
More generally, by taking g to be orthogonal to a space of dimension 2A/, we have

(H-X)-g=Tng, n=l,2,...N,
and T"g is related to T"~1g by an equation in which only integrals over [0,r] appear.

We now use Lemma 2 to estimate ((H — X)~Ng) (r) near the origin. According to the
corollary to Lemma 2, for 0 < r ^ e we can find functions 0(r), W(r) such that

\P(r)\^\0(r)\; \P(r)\ <\W(r)\,

\0(r)\, \*P(r)\ are non-decreasing, and

\0(r)\ < const. (<7(r))-l/4, \W(r)\ < const, (q^))'1'*.

Hence for the first term on the right-hand side of equation (26) we have the estimate

r I r \1/2
P(r)\p(t)g(t)dt <DgU|0(r)| /1^(012*

0 \o /

^pi2\\g\\\0(r)\\W(r)\; 0<r^e.
A similar estimate holds for the second term, so that we have

| (Tg)(r) | < const. \0(r) W(r)\; 0<r^e.
Using this estimate for Tg, we find

\(T2g)(r) I < const. \0(r) V(r) \2; 0<r^e,
and successive estimates lead finally to the inequality

\((H - X)-Ng)(r)\ \(TNg)(r)\ ^ const. \0(r) Y(r)\»

^ const. (q(r))C-ll2»N ; 0 < r < e.

Hence from (25) we have

V(H-XyNgeL2(0, e).
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Since ((H - X)~Ng)(r) is bounded for r Ss e, and V(r) e Lx(e, oo) + L2(e, œ), it follows
that

V(H-X)-NgeL2(0,oo).

Further, (H - X)~Ng e D(H*), from which we may deduce that H0(H - X)~Ng e L2(0,oo).
(We have H0(H - X)~Ng H*(H - X)~Ng - V(H - X)~Ng; we also notice that in the
case 1 0 the boundary condition at the origin is satisfied.)

The estimates which we have obtained hold for all g orthogonal to a subspace of
dimension 22V, and we shall denote by P the orthogonal projection onto this sub-
space.

V(H — X)~N (1 — P) is closed, and hence bounded. We state our conclusions as a

Theorem 1: Let q(r) satisfy (2), (3) and (3)', and suppose that, for 0 <r ^ e,

i) V(r)=-a(r)q(r) + b(r)(q(r)y>2,

where a(r) ^ 1 and is non-increasing and

E

J" \b(r)\dr <oo.
o

Suppose further that
e

ii) j(V(r))2(q(r))-»dr< ao,

o

ior some positive integer 2V and

iii) V(r) e Lx(a, oo) + L2(a, oo)

for all a > 0.

Then 3 a projection operator P onto a subspace of dimension 22V such that, for all
non-real A,

V(H-X)~N(1-P) and H0(H - X)~N (1 - P)

are bounded operators defined on the entire Hilbert space.

Remark: In estimating the behaviour for large r, we found it convenient to take
Im A to be large negative ; however, one easily verifies that the conclusion of Theorem 1

holds for all A such that Im A ^ 0, provided the conclusion is valid for a single such value
of A.

ii) Repulsive singular potential

If V(r) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3, or more generally if we have the limit
point case at the origin, then B, =0 in equation (24), and Tg= (H — A)-1g for all
g in the Hilbert space, where equation (22) defines the integral representation for T
[see, for example, Ref (10), p. 1329].

Suppose now that V(r) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3, and that in addition
equation (25) holds for some positive integer N. We use Lemma 3 to estimate ((H —

X)~Ng)(r) near the origin. According to Lemma 3, and defining z(r) by (9), we can find
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functions wjz), wjz) satisfying conditions i), ii), iii) of Proposition 1 such that, for
0 <r < e,

\P(r)\ ^ const. (q(r))-u*wjz),

\P(r)\ ^ const, (q^))-1'* wjz).

Now, for any real k, we have

-{(q(r)AwJz)} -{[(q(r))-ll2]2*wJz)}
dr dr

(q(r)rk+m [^wjz) + 2kwJz)-^-[(q(r))-1'2]
I dz dr

In Section 1 we showed that lim(djdr)[(q(r))'112] exists, and that limr-1(q(r))~1'2 =0.
r->0 f-»0

Hence lim(djdr)[(q(r))~112] 0, so that using i) of Proposition 1, we see that for r
r^O

sufficiently close to zero we have (djdr){(q(r))~kwjz)} < 0.

Similarly, (djdr){(q(r))~kwjz)) > 0 for r sufficiently small. (In particular, we have

wjz) < const. (q(r))~n for any n > 0.)
For the first term on the right-hand side of equation (22) we have the estimate

<f>(r) j 9(t)g(t)dt < const. (q^A'^wJz)! j (?0)-,/2l>a(*W)]2*
1/2

4i const, r1/2 (q(r)) 1/2wjz) wjz) ^ const. (q(r)) 1/2,

since wjz) wjz) is bounded.
A similar bound holds for the second term, so that

\(Tg) (r)\ < const. | (q(r)\-112 for 0 <r «S e.

Successive estimates lead finally to the inequality

\((H - X)-Ng)(r)\ < const (q^y-1'2™,

and repeating the arguments of Theorem 1 we have

Theorem 2: Vet q(r) satisfy (2), (3) and (3)', and suppose that, for 0 <r ^ e,

i) V(r)=a(r)q(r)+b(r)(q(r)y2,

where a(r) ^ 1 and Jol&^l^r < oo. Suppose further that

ii) \(V(r))2(q(r))-Ndr < »,

for some positive integer 2V, and

iii) V(r) e LQa(a, oo) + L2 (a, oo)

for all a > 0. Then, for all non-real A, V(H - X)~N and H0(H - X)~N are bounded
operators defined on the entire Hilbert space.
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4. Proof of Completeness

Suppose V(r) satisfies either the conditions of Theorem 1 or those of Theorem 2,
and that in addition

V(r)eL1(a,oa)nL2(a,oo) for all a > 0.

Then s — lim eiHo'e-iHt exist in Macß).
f-*+eo i

Proof: Let E0(A) be the spectral projection for H0 associated with a finite interval
A, and let EJA) he the corresponding spectral projection for H. We have in the first
case when the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied

(E0(A) H - H0E0(A)) (H - X)'N (1 - P)

E0(A)V(H-X)-N(1-P)

E0(A)XV(H- X)-N(1-P)+E0(A)(1-X) V(H-X)~N(1 - P),

where in position space y is the operator of multiplication by the characteristic function
of the interval [0,1].

Now E0(A)X is of trace class, and V(H — X)~N (1 — P) is bounded; hence the first
term on the right-hand side is of trace class. For the second term we may make the
factorization (1 —X)V= VXV2, where both Vx and V2 belong to L2(0,oo). Further
VXE0(A) is Hilbert-Schmidt, and VJH - X)~N(l - P) VJH0 - XA(H0 -X)(H-
X)~N(1-P) is Hilbert-Schmidt, since F2(iT0-A)_1 is Hilbert-Schmidt. Hence the
second term is of trace class. That is (E0(A)H — H0E0(A))(H — X)~N(1 — P) is of trace
class. But P is of finite rank.

Hence (E0(A)H — H0E0(A))(H — X)~N is of trace class, from which it follows that

E0(A)HEJA) -H0E0(A)EJA) e T

(trace class), since (H — X)NEJA) is bounded.
From Lemma 1 of Ref. [3], in order to prove the existence of s — limeiHo'e-tHtfior

any fe Mac.(H), it remains only to show that, with A [0,a], and given any e > 0,

\\(l-E0(A))e-i»'f\\<e
for sufficiently large a and t.

Now iif=(H — X)~Ng, we have

\\(l-E0(A))(H-X)-N(l-P)e-""g\\
< ||(1 - E0(A)) (H0 + c)A\-\\(H0 + c)(H - XA (1 - P) e->»'g\\

^ const, (a + cV1 < \e

for sufficiently large ct, where c is any positive constant.
Also P is compact, so that iim||Pe-ifl"g|| =0. Therefore ||(1 - E0(A))e-tmf\\ < e

t-»00

for sufficiently large x and t. It follows that s - lime'Ve-""/exists for all/e Ma c (H),
t-»00

since elements in the domain of (H — X)N are dense in the Hilbert space.
The case where the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied follows immediately,

since it corresponds to setting P 0. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.
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Remark: According to Ref [1], the existence of the wave operators Q ± s — lim

eime-iH0t follows from the assumption $%r1+eV2(r)dr < œ for some e > 0 and for all
a > 0. This assumption implies V(r) e L1(a, oo) D L2(a,oo). Hence for potentials satisfying

the conditions of Theorems 1 or 2, together with the assumption of Ref. [1] (which
relates only to the behaviour of V(r) away from the origin) we have

R(QJ R(QJ=M,,C,(H).
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